
BaPSF: A flexible user facility for experiments 
at the frontier of fundamental plasma science

• The purpose of BaPSF is to provide the plasma science 
community access to frontier-level research devices 
(principally the LAPD) that permit the exploration of 
plasma processes which can not be studied in smaller 
devices or are difficult to diagnose in large fusion facilities.

• Example processes:  

• Alfvén waves, Alfvénic turbulence/instabilities

• Magnetized collisionless shocks

• Turbulent transport

• Interaction of energetic particles with waves

• Magnetic Reconnection/Flux rope interactions



The LArge Plasma Device (LAPD)

• Solenoidal magnetic field, cathode discharge plasma (BaO and LaB6)

• BaO Cathode: n ∼ 1012 cm-3, Te ∼ 5-10 eV, Ti ≲ 1 eV

• LaB6 Cathode: n ∼ 5x1013 cm-3, Te ∼ 10-15 eV, Ti ~ 6-10 eV

• B up to 2.5kG (with control of axial field profile)

• BaO: Large plasma size, 17m long, D~60cm (1kG: ~300 ρi, ~100 ρs)

• High repetition rate:  1 Hz



Not just LAPD: Infrastructure for Plasma 
Research and Education at BaPSFLAPD
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LAPD BaO Plasma source

CE

CE

CE

• Produces plasmas with 10-20 ms duration at 1 Hz rep rate    

• n ∼ 1012 cm-3, Te ∼ 5-10 eV, Ti ≲ 1 eV

• Large quiescent core plasma (~60 cm diameter) for study of 
plasma waves, injection of ion/electron beams, etc.



LaB6 Plasma Source: Hotter and denser plasmas in LAPD

BaO 

LaB6


• Prototype LaB6 source developed, installed in 
2014 (small 20cm square at opposite end)

• Order of magnitude increase in density, hotter 
electrons and ions (through collisional coupling) 

• With lowered field, can get magnetized 
plasmas with β ~ 1.

• Major upgrade to LAPD in process: 
replace BaO cathode with large LaB6
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• U. Iowa group:  interest in understanding 
electron acceleration by Alfvén waves; 
relevance to generation of Aurora

• Used novel electron distribution diagnostic 
(whistler wave absorption) to study 
oscillation in electron distribution function in 
presence of inertial AW

Recent highlights:  Electron response to inertial Alfvén wave
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Figure 4. The composite measurement of ge(vz) is generated using 64 phase-shifted data

sets. (a) Sorting measurements by Alfvén wave phase and electron energy show there are mod-

ifications of the electron distribution δge = ge − ge0 at the frequency of the Alfvén wave. (b)

Magnitude of the first Fourier mode with respect to Alfvén wave phase compared to the solution

of equation 2.
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Figure 4. The composite measurement of ge(vz) is generated using 64 phase-shifted data sets. (a) Sorting measurements
by Alfvén wave phase and electron energy show that there are modifications of the electron distribution !ge =ge − ge0
at the frequency of the Alfvén wave. (b) Magnitude of the first Fourier mode with respect to Alfvén wave phase
compared to the solution of equation (2).

While the two effects predicted by Kletzing [1994] are qualitatively different, they are theoretically related.
The linear solution ge1(vz) for electron sloshing discussed here is needed for the nonlinear solution to the
Maxwell-Boltzmann system of equations that captures resonant electron acceleration. Therefore, a test of
electron sloshing ge1(vz) is not only an important verification of basic inertial Alfvén wave behavior but also
enables a future test of resonant electron acceleration.

4. Results

To compare the data with theory, we must extract ge0(vz) and ge1(vz) from the measurements. Because
ge =ge0 +ge1 + ... and the modifications ge1 + ... produced by the Alfvén wave are time periodic, these modifi-
cations can be removed from WWAD data by averaging over Alfvén wave phase to produce the experimental
ge0. The measured ge0 produced by this procedure is shown in Figure 3. The horizontal axis gives the resonant
electron energy, E = mev2

z∕2, of each data point, and the sign of vz has been maintained so that each half of
the distribution function can be distinguished. Because the plasma is created by a hot-cathode discharge, it
is expected that there are more suprathermal electrons moving away from the cathode with velocities vz <0,
as is clearly seen in Figure 3. Smooth functions are fitted to each half of the experimental ge0 separately, and
the derivatives "ge0∕"vz are used in equation (2) to produce the analytical solution for ge1.

The random error in the measurement of ge0 is negligible. The dominant source of error is systematic and
due to whistler ducting induced by the ∼1% plasma density perturbation caused by inserting the whistler
antennas into the plasma. This effect, which is well known, produces the low-amplitude undulations along
the energy axis of the measured ge0 in Figure 3 [Streltsov et al., 2012].
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Figure 1. Experimental setup in the LaPD. Elsasser probes E1 and E2 observe the perpendicular wavefields B⟂ and E⟂
in the x-y plane. Whistler probes W1 and W2 are used to measure the parallel electron distribution function ge(vz).
A scanning Langmuir probe, denoted as L above, measures electron density and temperature.

The experiments were performed in the Large Plasma Device (LaPD) [Gekelman et al., 2016], an NSF/DOE user
facility at the University of California, Los Angeles. The experiment used a 10 ms discharge of hydrogen plasma,
and the discharge was repeated at 1 Hz. The plasma is very repeatable from discharge to discharge, and the
slight variations of measured quantities between discharges are random and can be reduced by ensemble
averaging. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the locations of various probes used to make measurements. The
swept Langmuir probe was used to find the electron density ne =1.0 × 1012 cm−3 and electron temperature
Te =2.2 eV. Langmuir probe measurements of ne were calibrated to a nearby line-integrated measurement
from a microwave interferometer. The externally applied background magnetic field is B0 =1.8 kG. Based on
these plasma conditions, the electron skin depth is !e = 0.53 cm and vte∕vA = 0.16 where vte = (kTe∕me)1∕2

is the electron thermal speed and vA is the Alfvén speed. These parameters are relevant to the inertial Alfvén
wave where vte∕vA<1 and are appropriate for the auroral magnetosphere. During the discharge sequence,
the Alfvén wave is excited for 1 ms at t=4 ms after the start of the discharge, and all data are collected as the
Alfvén wave passes the probes.

Alfvén waves are excited using the Arbitrary Spatial Waveform (ASW) antenna [Thuecks et al., 2009], depicted
in Figure 2a. The antenna consists of a series of conducting grid pieces that draw currents directly from the
plasma. The currents collected by the ASW antenna flow parallel to the fixed, externally applied, magnetic
field B0. By oscillating the current collected by the antenna, an oscillating magnetic field perturbation is pro-
duced, thereby launching an Alfvén wave. The amplitude of the current collected by each grid piece can be
individually controlled, allowing a pattern to be established in x̂ that defines k⟂. The Alfvén wave amplitude
produced by the ASW antenna is limited by the magnitude of the current that can be drawn from the plasma.

Figure 2. Alfvén waves are generated by the Arbitrary Spatial Waveform (ASW) antenna and observed using Elsässer
probes. (a) The grid pieces of the ASW antenna can be phased independently to establish well-defined structure in x̂.
(b) Elsässer probe measurements of B⟂ verify the planar Alfvén wave launched by the ASW antenna. Arrows show the
amplitude and direction of B⟂; color is used to indicate the intensity of By . The white cross is the location of ge(vz)
measurements presented in Figures 3–4. Data from a scan along the white line are shown in Figure 5.
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Recent highlights:  Whistler modes excited by energetic electrons

X. An, et al., Geophys. Res. Lett., 43 (2016)

• Excitation of whistler waves by energetic electron beam (project 
led by J. Bortnik, R. Thorne)

• See “chirping” emission, similar to whistler chorus in 
magnetosphere (tied to transport/loss of radiation belt electrons)

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL067126

Figure 3. Wave properties plotted on a kz-! diagram from (a, b) the LAPD experiment and (c, d) corresponding HOTRAY
calculations, respectively, showing multiple resonance modes, color coded by power spectral density (Figure 3a), wave
normal angle " from the experiment (Figure 3b), linear growth rates (Figure 3c), and wave normal angle " from HOTRAY
code (Figure 3d).

summed Maxwellian distributions including an optional drift in the parallel direction and also a loss cone. The
beam electrons are modeled as a beam ring distribution, implemented in HOTRAY as
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Here v⟂ and vz are perpendicular and parallel velocities, respectively, relative to the background magnetic
field. $∥, $⟂, % , and vd are free parameters that control the shape of the distribution function. Since direct
measurements of the distribution function are not available at this stage, the distribution function is roughly
inferred based on physical arguments. As the beam enters the plasma, the fastest-growing Langmuir waves
slow down and relax the beam electrons in the parallel direction [O’Neil et al., 1971; Gentle and Lohr, 1973]. The
beam electrons move locally over a single Langmuir wave with a relative velocity ofΔv = 2− 4

3 (nb∕n0)
1
3 u [O’Neil

et al., 1971]. The Langmuir wave eventually reaches an amplitude& ≈ me(Δv)2∕e, which is enough to trap the
beam electrons, and also causes nonlinear saturation of wave growth. Thus, the beam electrons are modeled
to be a Maxwellian centered at the phase velocity of the Langmuir wave vd = u − Δv with a thermal spread
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Recent highlights:  Three-dimensional reconnection in flux ropes

• Pulsating reconnection observed between magnetic flux ropes

• First time “squashing factor”/presence of QSL quantitatively 
linked to the reconnection rate

Gekelman, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 235101 (2016)

The volume-averaged power ð1=VÞ
R ~J · ~EdV spikes

during a collision to 0.35 W=cm3 but can locally be as
high as 200 W=cm3. While both the average and local
power dissipation oscillate at the kink frequency, there is a
time lag of ∼150 μs between the peak dissipated power
within the QSL and the volume-averaged dissipated power,
which is dominated by contributions from the much larger
volume outside the QSL. The location of maximum Q in
Fig. 3(b) is also associated with peak power dissipation
[Fig. 3(e)]. The time evolution of this energy conversion
and the QSL formation both track the heartbeat associated
with the flux-rope collisions. When the flux ropes move
apart,Q between the ropes drops. The datawere searched for
field lines, initially an electron skin depth apart, and moving
towards one another at the ion sound speed (nearly the same
asVA based on the reconnection field)which had antiparallel
components of magnetic field (Bx or By) of 0.11 G (100
times smaller than the field of the ropes themselves).
A rough estimate of the average energy (during the 50 μs

reconnection burst) released by the annihilation of all the
0.11 G magnetic field for these was 4.62 J. If one compares
this to the volume-averaged power during the seventh burst
in Fig. 3(e), one gets a similar value, approximately 2 J,
which depends upon the reconnection volume used.
The steady state part of the power in Fig. 3(e) is most

likely due to resistive power loss in the current sheet
[the dc Joule heating is 20 kW (0.3 W=cm3 vol of ropes),
the rope discharge power is 93 kW].
Is the bulk of the reconnection occurring in the QSL?

In this experiment, we hypothesize that the QSL between
the currents is due to reconnection, and other QSLs at the
periphery of the current channels are due to field lines
associated with spreading currents. There are no nulls in the
3D magnetic field; the current is fully three dimensional
(Fig. 2), and the classic “X” and “O” points associated with
2D reconnection are not present.
In order to better understand the spatial correlations

between the QSL and the quasipotential, two isosurfaces
of Ξ are shown in Fig. 4 with the values labeled. The
positive value of Ξ is associated with the QSL and at this
time overlaps about one-third of it. We associate negative
values of Ξ with the electric field driving the flux-rope
current. A second surface of Ξ ¼ −5, which maps back
to the source of the bottom flux rope, also exists below
the QSL but was not drawn here as it would obscure the
positive Ξ (blue surface) shown in Fig. 4. The full range
of Ξ on a plane (δz ¼ 11 m) is shown in Fig. 3(d). These
results demonstrate that the field lines passing through
the QSL are participating most strongly in the reconnec-
tion process. In the published literature, the nonlinear
reconnection rate is often defined by the maximum value

FIG. 3. (a) QSL on two cut planes. The vertical plane shows the time dependence ofQ at (−30 ≤ x ≤ 30 cm, y ¼ 0, z ¼ 2.56) and the
vertical axis is time. The x-y plane shows the spatial dependence of Q at t ¼ 4.192 ms. Two isosurfaces at Q ¼ 400 and 200 are
superimposed. (b) Qðx; y; t1 ¼ 5.5856 msÞ at z ¼ 2.56 m, this is a time when the ropes collide. (c) Qðx; y; t2 ¼ 5.521 12 msÞ at
z ¼ 2.56 mwhenQ is small. (d) The integral of the electric field along the magnetic field over the full δz ¼ 11 m. This is a projection on
an x-y plane at δz ¼ 2.56 m. (e) The power density in W=cm3 as a function of time at a location within the QSL. The estimated error in
~J · ~E is less than 20%.
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Recent highlights:  high-power ICRF experiments

• High power (~200 kW) RF driver and fast wave 
antenna  

• Initial experiments:  good coupling (~30G wave 
amplitude), some evidence of ion heating via 
fundamental minority resonance (H in He plasma)

• Measurement of RF sheath potential (Mike Martin)

• Ramp up of ICRF campaign, involvement from R. 
Perkins (PPPL), D. Van Eester, K. Crombe (Laboratory

for Plasma Physics, ERM-KMS, Belgium)
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Three distinct categories of BaPSF Projects

• Individual Users:  Single PIs who propose to use 
BaPSF to lead an experiment; BaPSF staff in support role.

• Theory-driven Users:  Theoreticians propose an 
experiment; BaPSF staff are heavily involved in 
experimental design and lead execution of the 
experiment.  Theoreticians are directly involved in data 
analysis and participate in data taking.

• Campaigns: Collaborative projects with participation 
from experimentalists, theoreticians, simulators, usually 
involving several institutions.  BaPSF resources are 
provided to support workshops and special 
hardware for these projects.



Solar wind campaign: physics of β∼1, warm ion plasmas

• Kinetic instabilities, waves and turbulence at high plasma beta (vA ∼ 
vth,i) with warm ions 

• Warm ions provide opportunity to study ion kinetic effects in waves 
and instabilities: e.g. ion FLR effects on Alfvén wave propagation; ion 
cyclotron absorption; modification to nonlinear Alfven wave 
interactions 

• With lower field, plasma beta can be increased substantially to study, e.g., 
modifications to Alfvén wave dispersion and damping (e.g. ion Landau/
Barnes damping). Can temperature anisotropy driven instabilities (mirror 
and firehose) be observed in these plasmas?

Campaign Leader:  Greg Howes (U. Iowa)

What does control thermodynamics in collisionless plasmas? 
Microphysics (instabilities) constrain large scale evolution 

Gary et al. 2001, Kasper et al. 2002, Marsch et al. 2006, Bale et al. 2009
Solar wind observations (WIND 1 AU) Hellinger et al. 2006, Matteini et al. 2011
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Hellinger, et al., 2006

Our goal this workshop: to define 
this campaign and identify 

participants



ICRF Campaign: Physics of fast waves 

• Physics of RF waves for heating and current drive in laboratory 
(fusion) plasmas (enabled by higher density plasmas, high power 
RF drivers)

• Novel heating schemes (two or three ion species), mode 
conversion physics, decay instabilities, interaction with drift 
waves/filamentary structures

• Interaction with boundary plasma:  RF Sheaths, mechanisms 
for edge losses

• Helicon Wave Current drive — planned test of GA antenna 
design using LAPD

• Validation of fusion RF codes

NSTX-U! RFPP – Towards Identifying the Mechanisms Underlying Field-Aligned Edge Loss of HHFW Power on NSTX,  R.J. Perkins et al. (28/6/2013)! 2 

HHFW power lost directly to divertor regions !
along SOL field lines on NSTX!

•  RF power deposited in bright 
spirals on upper and lower 
divertor 

•  Occurs as waves propagate 
away from antenna prior to 
LCFS 

•  Large single-pass 
absorption (high beta) 

•  Negligible multi-pass 
dampening 

Campaign Leader:  Rory Perkins (PPPL)



Enormous Toroidal Plasma Device at UCLA

• Former Electric Tokamak, (5m major radius, 1m minor 
radius) operating now with LaB6 cathode discharge into 
toroidal+vertical field

• Produces ~120m long, magnetized, high beta plasma (up to 
~5x1013 cm-3, Te, Ti ~ 15-30eV, B~200G, β ~ 1). 



High beta, hot ion plasmas in ETPD

• Te ~ Ti ~ 20 eV measured (passive spectroscopy of He II 4686 line).  

• With lowered field, plasma beta of order unity is achieved with well 
magnetized ions


